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By Karen Crissman

I certainly never really expected to be where we are at this moment.
Back in March didn't we all kind of think, or hope, that this would be
gone and we would be starting to enjoy summer with all this behind us?
Yet here we are with an awful lot of uncertainty. We're feeling ok about
going for a walk but maybe not going to the beach. Everyone needs a
haircut! Do we dare go? Maybe we're feeling good about getting a small
group of good friends together for happy hour while socially distancing
but not ready to go to a restaurant yet. Who knew that such ordinarily
small decisions would seem so monumental? This is where we are now
and it's some small comfort to realize that we are all pretty much together
in this. Some are way more ready than others to venture out and some
of us are hanging back but whatever our decisions are I hope everyone
is kind enough to respect everyone else's choices - we're all navigating
this to the best of our abilities!

With all this in mind The CRC unfortunately has decided it's necessary
to cancel the Summer Bar-B-Q event. We are also going to postpone the
Home Tour until October, 2021. Everything else such as our Wine Downs
will be on hold until further notice.

Until we can all be together again I wish you many good books to read,
new favorite take-out places, different walks discovered, new
hobbies,(stamp collections anyone?), puzzles completed, and comfort
with Zoom!

Community Relations Committee Update
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NEWSLETTER STAFF OF VOLUNTEERS

EDITORS
EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . René Viamonte

REGULAR STAFF WRITERS
KEY ARTICLES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . René Viamonte
PETS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Open for volunteer
KITCHEN & RESTAURANT . . . . . . . . . . . . Open for volunteer

OCCASIONAL STORY WRITERS & PHOTOGRAPHERS
SPECIAL STORIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Open for volunteer
CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER . . . . Open for volunteer

ADVERTISING COORDINATION
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . René Viamonte
ADVERTISING SALES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . René Viamonte

PAID STAFF
ACCOUNTING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . René Viamonte
CALENDAR & EVENTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandy Jungers
LAYOUT DESIGNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anna Wood
PRINTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rod Brooks

Dues Increasing to $655/month effective July 1, 2020

By Your Finance Committee

We would like to remind you that the JCCA
monthly dues will be increasing to $655.00 per
unit, per month, effective July 1st, 2020. If you
are using your bank’s bill-paying services, please
log in to your bank account and make the change
so that you remain current on your dues.

To eliminate the need for you to contact your
bank, please consider signing up for automatic
withdrawal (ACH) through the Association's
bank—Union Bank. Once you are subscribed,

the monthly dues will be automatically deducted
from your account each month. If there is ever a
problem with
your
account
on
ACH,
you
would
contact the JCCA
Office and not the bank. Please contact the office
if you would like to sign up for this service.

By René Viamonte

The 2020 Annual Meeting of the Jasmine
Creek Community Association's Members is
tentatively scheduled for Tuesday,
October 27th. The meeting will be held at
5:00 p.m. at the Community Clubhouse
located at 77 Jasmine Creek Drive. There will
be two positions available in the upcoming
election.

The deadline to submit a Candidate's
Statement is Monday, July 20th, to allow
time to schedule a "Meet The Candidates"
night, if necessary.

EARLY JCCA ANNUAL
MEETING NOTICE
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By René Viamonte

We have now made available online at
jasminecreek.org the JCCA Architectural
Application, Landscape Request Form and
Delegation/Same-For-Same Form. These
documents can be found by clicking on the
"Association" tab when you visit our JCCA Website
(jasminecreek.org). You may download the forms,
complete them on your computer or mobile
device and then email or print them and send back
to the on-site office. Please be aware that where
applicable, fees, sample materials, and other items
are still required.

Note: Many browsers do not support typing in
forms while viewing on the browser. Therefore,
you should download the document first. You will
also need Adobe Acrobat.

Downloadable Architectural/
Landscape Forms Now
Available Online

(continued on page 6)

Use Caution When Entering
Association Gates

By René Viamonte

Please be sure to wait until your transponder chip
has activated the gate by allowing the car ahead of
you to enter and by allowing the gate to then
recognize your chip. If you follow the vehicle in
front of you too closely, the gate will not have
enough time to complete its cycle, which in turn
causes the gate to begin to close before you have
passed through the gate. The gate will then stay
partially open, which is a concern for many
residents who then call to report a defective gate
when they drive in and see a partially open gate.
Please be patient and remember that the gates
must be allowed to complete their cycles in order
to function properly.

https://getpocket.com/explore/item/spiders-can-
fly-hundreds-of-miles-using-
electricity?utm_source=pocket-newtab

Spiders Can Fly Hundreds of
Miles Using Electricity

Scientists are finally starting to understand the
centuries-old mystery of "ballooning."

It's taken scientists this long to discover
what Steppenwolf has been singing about
since the 60s!

by René Viamonte

On October 31, 1832,
a young naturalist
named Charles
Darwin walked onto the
deck of the HMS Beagle
and realized that the ship had been boarded by
thousands of intruders. Tiny red spiders, each a
millimeter wide, were everywhere. The ship was
60 miles offshore, so the creatures must have
floated over from the Argentinian mainland. "All
the ropes were coated and fringed with gossamer
web," Darwin wrote.
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Electronic Dues Payments (ACH)

Spiders have no wings, but they can take to the
air nonetheless. They'll climb to an exposed point,
raise their abdomens to the sky, extrude strands
of silk, and float away. This behavior is called
ballooning. It might carry spiders away from
predators and competitors, or toward new lands
with abundant resources. But whatever the reason
for it, it's clearly an effective means of travel.
Spiders have been found two-and-a-half miles up
in the air, and 1,000 miles out to sea.

It is commonly believed that ballooning works
because the silk catches on the wind, dragging the
spider with it. But that doesn't entirely make sense,
especially since spiders only balloon during light

winds. Spiders don't shoot silk from their
abdomens, and it seems unlikely that such gentle
breezes could be strong enough to yank the
threads out-let alone to carry the largest species
aloft, or to generate the high accelerations of
arachnid takeoff. Darwin himself found the rapidity
of the spiders' flight to be "quite unaccountable"
and its cause to be "inexplicable."

But Erica Morley and Daniel Robert have an
explanation. The duo, who work at the University
of Bristol, has shown that spiders can sense the
Earth's electric field, and use it to launch
themselves into the air.

Every day, around 40,000 thunderstorms crackle
around the world, collectively turning Earth's
atmosphere into a giant electrical circuit. The

(continued on page 8)

Spiders
(cont. from page 4)

By René Viamonte

JCCA continues to offer electronic banking for dues payments. Please note
that this is a different process than online banking. Whereas with online

banking, there is still the possibility of your payment not being received
because your bank mails a paper check on your behalf, the ACH process

deducts the dues amount electronically from your account each
month, thereby eliminating the possibility of a check being lost in

the mail. In addition, when the dues amount changes, we make the
change automatically so you do not have to.

If you are interested, we have the form at the office.

**One more thing to consider as an incentive to sign up is that the Association will save money on
postage, bank processing fees, etc. Each owner on ACH means one less statement to mail, and one less
check for the bank to process.
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Newport Ready Guide

How fortunate you are to be a Newport Beach
resident! For the past year, the Newport Beach
Fire and Police Departments have been working
with Chapman University and the Emergency
Management Institute of Design on a Newport
Ready Guide. The guide is now available on the
City of Newport Beach web-site for anyone to
download and print. The Newport Ready Guide
was developed utilizing internationally recognized
emergency/disaster icons in a format that is easy
to print in black/white or color. It is formatted so
that residents can print individual pages rather
than the entire guide. On the web-site of the City
there is also a video that goes through the guide
with explanations of each page. Topics in the
Guide help you get prepared and then there are

upper reaches of the atmosphere have a positive
charge, and the planet's surface has a negative one.
Even on sunny days with cloudless skies, the air
carries a voltage of around 100 volts for every
meter above the ground. In foggy or stormy
conditions, that gradient might increase to tens
of thousands of volts per meter.

Ballooning spiders operate within this planetary
electric field. When their silk leaves their bodies,
it typically picks up a negative charge. This repels
the similar negative charges on the surfaces on
which the spiders sit, creating enough force to lift
them into the air. And spiders can increase those

Spiders
(cont. from page 6)

forces by climbing onto twigs, leaves, or blades of
grass. Plants, being earthed, have the same
negative charge as the ground that they grow
upon, but they protrude into the positively
charged air. This creates substantial electric fields
between the air around them and the tips of their
leaves and branches-and the spiders ballooning
from those tips.

This idea-flight by electrostatic repulsion-was first
proposed in the early 1800s, around the time of
Darwin's voyage. Peter Gorham, a physicist,
resurrected the idea in 2013, and showed that it
was mathematically plausible. And now, Morley
and Robert have tested it with actual spiders.

First, they showed that spiders can detect electric
fields. They put the arachnids on vertical strips of
cardboard in the center of a plastic box, and then
generated electric fields between the floor and
ceiling of similar strengths to what the spiders
would experience outdoors. These fields ruffled
tiny sensory hairs on the spiders' feet, known as
trichobothria. "It's like when you rub a balloon
and hold it up to your hairs," Morley says.

topics covering different
types of disasters. The
Newport Ready Guide
is intended to assist
all Newport Beach
residents to get
prepared for any
unexpected
emergency that
might impact this town.
Please visit the City of Newport Beach
web-site and download your copy today.

City of Newport Beach
Emergency Management

www.newportbeachca.gov/readynb

(continued on page 9)
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In response, the spiders performed a set of
movements called tiptoeing-they stood on the
ends of their legs and stuck their abdomens in
the air. "That behavior is only ever seen before
ballooning," says Morley. Many of the spiders
actually managed to take off, despite being in
closed boxes with no airflow within them. And
when Morley turned off the electric fields inside
the boxes, the ballooning spiders dropped.

It's especially important, says Angela Chuang, from
the University of Tennessee, to know that spiders
can physically detect electrostatic changes in their
surroundings. "[That's] the foundation for lots of
interesting research questions," she says. "How do
various electric-field strengths affect the physics
of takeoff, flight, and landing? Do spiders use
information on atmospheric conditions to make
decisions about when to break down their webs,
or create new ones?"

Air currents might still play some role in
ballooning. After all, the same hairs that allow
spiders to sense electric fields can also help them
to gauge wind speed or direction. And Moonsung
Cho from the Technical University of Berlin
recently showed that spiders prepare for flight by
raising their front legs into the wind, presumably
to test how strong it is.

Still, Morley and Robert's study shows that
electrostatic forces are, on their own, enough to
propel spiders into the air. "This is really top-notch
science," says Gorham. "As a physicist, it seemed
very clear to me that electric fields played a central
role, but I could only speculate on how the biology
might support this. Morley and Robert have taken
this to a level of certainty that far exceeds any
expectations I had."

"I think Charles Darwin would be as thrilled to
read it as I was," he adds.

Spiders
(cont. from page 8)
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Sign Up for JCCA’s Email Newsflash
To Receive Email Notifications

By Rene Viamonte

If you are not currently receiving our JCCA Newsflash emails and would
like to begin receiving them, please email the office so that we may add
you to the MailChimp database (the service we are using for our email newsflashes). You may have
provided your email for use in the Directory. However, because we are using MailChimp for our email
service, we ask that you send us a request to add your email to the MailChimp database, as this is not
automatically done. When we mail you the update sheet for the upcoming 2021-22 Directory later in the
year, we will ask for an email to be included in the newsflash at that time. In the meantime, we can add
you to the newsflash email database at your request because we would like everyone who desires to
receive our email newsflashes to receive them. Also, if you were receiving the emails and the service
stopped, please let us know. We do not have separate groups created in our database where emails are
only sent to select individuals and not to others. All subscribers are included in every one of our emails,
so if you suddenly stop receiving the emails, it is due to a technical problem such as accidentally
unsubscribing yourself from the database, email sent to spam, or other such situation. We can assist in
correcting those problems, so let us know. Thank you.

DISCLAIMER: The Jasmine Creek Community Association assumes no responsibilities for errors, omissions or misinformation in the advertisements,
nor does the Jasmine Creek Newsletter staff recommend, endorse or guarantee products or professional services offered by the advertisers.

AFTER-HOURS EMERGENCIES: If there is an emergency after hours, please call the gate attendant on
duty at (949) 760-8438. Please provide the gate attendant with a description of the problem, giving as
much detail as possible, so that they may then contact the appropriate contact for the specific situation.

AFTER-HOURS:
(949) 760-8438
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